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The coming budget could have a plethora of measures for the agriculture sector. We believe, the following measures could be emulated
for the long term benefits for the sector.
First, Financial institutions and Government can lend their helping hands to the farmers by providing market support starting from
cultivation to sales. In this context, the Supplyco model as currently prevalent in Kerala could be effectively remodelled so as to transfer
maximum benefits to consumers and farmers in the entire crop to cash cycle.
Second, capital formation in agriculture has significantly stagnated. A trend reversal will achieve the objective of doubling farm income by
2022. This can be achieved by providing an incentive to agri term loans for investment purpose through an enabling mechanism of either
interest subvention or a credit guarantee fund.
Third, Fasal Bima Yojana /PMFBY currently cover mainly cover 3 types of crops, namely food crops (cereals, Millets, & Pulses), Oilseeds,
annual commercial/horticulture crops. These crops cover only 30% of the total crop loans given by banks. Government should cover all
types of crops under PMFBY, which will help banks to manage the risks.
Fourth, the Government must make a statement of intent in budget to increase the income support from Rs 6000 to Rs 8000 over a
period of 5 years. This will provide a feel good factor and boost consumer sentiments. Our calculations suggest that even if we progressively increase the income support from, say, Rs 6,000 to Rs 8,000 in the terminal year (inflation indexed) and reduce the fiscal deficit to
3% in 2024, the additional cost for 14-crore farmers over the baseline estimates could be Rs 12,000 crore per annum, same as the revised
estimates if only Rs 6,000 was provided to all 14 crore during the next five years. In our estimates, as growth comes back to the system,
fiscal deficit could actually reduce to 3.0% of GDP in FY24!
Fifth, a strong push to Farmer Producer Organisations to reward the farmers in terms of an adequate remuneration for their produce!
AGRICULTURE REFORMS: AN UNFINISHED AGENDA
 Agriculture has been one of the focus areas of the NDA Government
and various reforms were initiated. Some of the major steps were:
introduction of PMFBY for crop insurance, PMKSY for improvement
in Agri-productivity, PM-AASHA to plug the holes in the procurement system, announced MSP by 1.5 times of cost of production &
introducing PM-KISAN scheme to provide income support etc.
 Despite these various efforts, Agri-GVA is declining in recent periods
and the share of investment to Agri-GVA is also falling. In order to
double farmers’ income by 2022, there is a need to make some
structural changes in Agriculture starting from marketing to exports.
AGRI-MARKETING
 First, as agriculture is a state subject, Government should ensure
that the Model Agricultural Produce and Livestocks Marketing
(APLM) Act of 2017 is implemented by all the States, in order to get
benefit from the act. This will help in removing the entry barriers
and trade barriers in the agricultural marketing system of the country. Further, it will make marketing system more competitive by
attracting new players and do away with the monopolistic and oligopolistic tendencies of the present players of the APMC markets.
 Second, is to set up an Agri-marketing Reforms Council (AMRC) in
lines with the GST Council, to carry out agri-marketing reforms in
states in a synchronized manner. This will help in developing “One
Country One Market”.
 Third, building competitive and inclusive value chains for several
products, in line with AMUL model for milk. The Co–operative
model will improve the entire value chain from production to
marketing and will be owned and controlled by farmers institution.
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Graph 1: Agri GVA Trend is Contracting

Graph 2: Share of Investment to GVA (%) in Agri. & Allied
Sector Declined

Source: SBI Research
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FISCAL ARITHMETIC OF INCOME SUPPORT
 We believe that income support is the most crucial scheme in
order to improve the income and subsistence level of 14 crore
farmers in the country (as reforms take time to percolate). Income support to the farmers should be provide in higher magnitude for a prolonged period (at least for five years).
 The Government decision to now extend the PM-KISAN scheme
to all farmers is a positive step. We also did some rough estimates to find out the fiscal cost of such an ambitious programme
over the next five years. Our calculations suggest that even if we
progressively increase the income support from, say, Rs 6,000 to
Rs 8,000 in the terminal year (inflation indexed) and reduce the
fiscal deficit to 3 per cent in 2024 (with a nominal GDP growth of
around 11.5 per cent), the additional cost for 14-crore farmers
over the baseline estimates could be Rs 12,000 crore per annum,
same as the revised estimates if only Rs 6,000 was provided to all
14 crore during the next five years. We need a definitive consumption push in rural areas. In our estimates, as growth comes
back to the system, fiscal deficit could actually reduce to 3.00%
of GDP in FY24 with income support as % of GDP also declining
from 0.40% to 0.34%.

TWEAKING PMFBY
 PMFBY cover mainly cover 3 types of crops, namely food
crops (cereals, Millets, & Pulses), Oilseeds, annual commercial/horticulture crops. These crops cover only 30% of
the total crop loans given by banks. Government should
cover all types of crops under PMFBY, which will help
banks to manage the risks.
 As per practice, States notify the T&C in August for Kharif
Crops and in December for Rabi Crops. We expect Government should notify the scheme before the start of the
sowing season, i.e. in Mar/Apr for Kharif and Sep/Oct for
Rabi crops. Further, the claims payments are made with a
lag of around 1 year. This has turned a number of A/Cs to
NPA and farmers are also not able to get any funds for the
next sowing session. We suggest Government should initiate the payment through DBT and made the payment before the next crop cycle starts.

Arithmetic of Income Support Scheme (Rs crore)
FY19
Nominal GDP (in lakh crore)

FY20

FY21

FY22

FY23

FY24

18840731 21007415 23423268 26175502 29251123 32761258

Nominal GDP (%)

-

11.50

11.50

11.75

11.75

12.00

Fiscal Deficit (in lakh crore)

634398

703999

772968

837616

906785

982838

Fiscal Deficit (% of GDP)

3.37%

3.35%

3.30%

3.20%

3.10%

3.00%

Fiscal Space

-

69601

68969

64648

69169

76053

Income Support per Year per Farmer

-

6000

6500

7000

7500

8000

Total Income Support to 14 crore farmers

-

84000

91000

98000

105000

112000

Income Support as % of GDP

-

0.40%

0.39%

0.37%

0.36%

0.34%

Additional fiscal space needed

-

14399

22031

33352

35831

35947

Source: SBI Research

Market Support (PILOT FOR CEREALS & PULSES)
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GRADING
SALES THROUGH
SGA RUN RETAIL
OUTLETS






Output value of, say, Rs. 10,000 crore
Government to provide 20 % advance of Cost of Production (COP) ( In earnest of procurement)
Banks to finance rest 80% of COP
Farmers’ contribution through Land & Labour
Loss to farmers including inability to sow, crop damages etc. gets protected

 Procurement by State Govt. Agency (SGA) at assured prices: less 10% of the crop advance extended
 Bank to finance receivables against Procurement Receipts of the SGA (Agri Finance) for 90-150 days depending upon crop
 Crop Loan gets liquidated at this stage
 SGA to process, grade, pack and Retail (Maveli stores of Kerala State Civil Supplies Corporation Model)
 Retail outlets of the SGA either own or franchisee
 Upon the goods reaching the retail point, receivable financing to be liquidated by the SGA
 Stores to be set up by the SGA
 Bank can provide trade credit, finance fixed assets for the stores and working capital till sales to consumer
(SME finance)
 Conversion to Cash (SME credit gets repaid)

Source: SBI Research
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CROP TO CASH CYCLE: A HYPOTHETICAL MODEL FOR FARMERS
 Financial institution and Government can lend their helping hands
to the farmers by providing market support starting from cultivation to sales. We provide a simple example of such. For example,
if we look at the cycle of cash flow, the net margin is very minimal.
In the current case, we construct a hypothetical example for Tur
Dal, where the net margin is coming out to be only Rs 3452 after
excluding the cost from all stake holders.
 Generally, Crop to Cash conversion period for Kharif crops is 240330 days (as Crop production takes 90-120 days, Procurement by
State Government Agency (SGA); 45-60 days, Processing/ Grading
packaging; 45-60 days and Retailing through SGA outlets; 60-90
Days). Farmers will be financed by banks at crop production stage
as well as against procurement receipt from SGA. After processing
stage, this will get converted into SME/trade finance, till sales to
the ultimate consumer .
APMC AND FARMER PRODUCER ORGANISATIONS (FPOS)
 Though the APMC Act 2003 was adopted by many states but it
failed to transform the Agri-marketing structure in India. In
APMC, a farmer has to pay a commission to the agents before
selling his produce to the traders at the APMCs, which ranges between 3-7% and sometimes even higher. Besides the charges levied by APMC, commissioning agents charge commission fees on
transactions between buyers and farmers.
 The farmers get 1/3rd of the retail market price or even less than
this. There were efforts, which, were taken for instance in Maharashtra, which restrained agents from collecting commission from
farmers and also allowed farmers to sell their produce to buyers
within or outside APMC yards as per their choice for better realisation. However, the decision was taken back quite soon.
 So, there is a need to work on a long-term solution, which gets
correct price to the farmers. Involvement of the FPOs having marketing channel can help in this. As the FPO intends to provide a
marketing channel for the farmers so that they get remunerative
price for their produce.

Disclaimer: The Ecowrap is not a priced publication of the Bank.
The opinion expressed is of Research Team and not necessarily
reflect those of the Bank or its subsidiaries. The contents can be
reproduced with proper acknowledgement. The write-up on Economic & Financial Developments is based on information & data
procured from various sources and no responsibility is accepted
for the accuracy of facts and figures. The Bank or the Research
Team assumes no liability if any person or entity relies on views,
opinion or facts & figures finding in Ecowrap.
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Cash Flow (e.g. of Tur Dal)
Cultivation
I

II

Cost of Production

26,130

Interes t to Ba nks (7%)

1830

Ins ura nce (2%)

522

Harvesting
Output (a t MSP of Rs . 55/Kg a nd Yi el d a t
7 Qui nta l Per Acre)
Less: Cost

38,500
28,482

Processing, Storage & Retailing
III

Stora ge (10%)

385

Frei ght Cos t (5%)

193

Proces s i ng, Gra di ng, Pa cka gi ng,
Tra ns porta tion to Reta i l (10%)

385

Retailing Through SGA

IV

Rea l i s a tion

51,000

Cos t To SGA

38,500

Proces s i ng, Stora ge & Reta i l i ng Cos t

963

Ba nk & Fi na nce Cos t (12% For 6 Months )

2,310

Other Expens es (15%)

5,775

Net Margin

3,452

Source: SBI Res ea rch

AGRI-EXPORTS
 Since 2013-14, many of these commodities lost out on
competitiveness, due to a fall in global prices and uncertain domestic marketing and trade policies. Exports
are restricted through the use of minimum export prices and bans.
 Government must develop efficient global value chains
and liberalise land lease markets across all states. It
should encourage contract farming on a medium- to
long-term basis.
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